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The State University System has allocated $105,000 to remove 
transformers at Winona State which have been labelled 
contaminated with Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCB's), a chemical 
suspected to cause cancer. (photo by Dale Kurschner) 
Part-time students 
may get more aid 
Band Aid won't 
heal Africa's cuts — 
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PCB contaminated transformers to be replaced 
By DALE KURSCHNER 
News Editor 
Fifteen transformers and ten 
capacitators on Winona State labelled 
contaminated with PCB's will be 
replaced in the next couple of years 
if a $105,000 State University Board 
appropriation can handle the costs, 
according to Lyle Halliday, chief 
engineer at Winona State. 
PCB contaminated transformers 
in the buildings at Winona State is 
not something that has just been 
discovered, Halliday said. 
"We labelled all of the liquid 
cooled, oil filled transformers 
'contaminated' years ago," said 
Halliday. "We have five actually 
contaminated transformers." 
By DALE KURSCHNER 
News Editor 
An uproar has been raised by 
students at the Winona State 
facility in Rochester who feel 
they shouldn't have to pay for a 
state-wide student union debt. 
Three weeks ago, the 
university's student activity fee 
committee found that Rochester 
Winona State students hadn't 
been paying their share of a 
mandatory debt payment 
required by the State University 
System to pay for completion 
stages of all state university 
dorms and student unions. 
Because of that, the committee 
voted in favor of a proposal which 
would change the Rochester 
students' activity fee use to 
include paying for the $10,000 a 
year they owe. Currently, Winona 
State students at Winona are 
paying for Rochester students' 
share of the union debt. 
Since the committee made its 
proposal, most of the Rochester 
students have found out about it 
through the Winonan or by world of 
mouth. Over 150 of those 
students have written letters or 
signed a petition expressing 
outrage at the committee's 
proposal. 
The petition asked all students 
who disagreed with an article 
published in the Feb. 20 issue of 
the Winonan (which explained the 
committee's decision and 
reasoning) to sign their names, 
according to Jon Kosidowski, 
assistant to the vice president of 
student affairs at Winona State. 
"I 	think 	there's 	some 
misinformation going around," 
Halliday said that the State 
University system, after PCB's and 
their health risk emerged in the 
media years back decided to 
remove all oil filled transformers at 
the state universities. 
"It's possible for a repairman to 
come in and pump out the 
uncontaminated oil in a good 
transformer with a contaminated 
oil pump, and it only takes 50 parts-
per-million for a transformer to 
become contaminated," said 
Halliday. 
The $105,000 Winona State 
received this year is suppose to be 
used to replace only those 
transformers containing PCB's or 
which show evidence of leaking, 
said 	Kosidowski 	while 
mentioning that some of the 
complaints have included 
comments such as "hey, don't 
raise my fees to pay off the union 
debt." He cited that the 
committee never mentioned an 
"increase" in Rochester's 
student activity fees. 
"They're paying 50 percent less 
than students at Winona State 
are now anyhow," said 
Kosidowski. 
Some students in Rochester, 
however, feel they shouldn't have 
to pay for anything at Winona 
campus because they don't come 
to Winona to use or attend 
student activity fee related 
events or places. 
" There is no 
communication on 
what our student 
activity money is 
intended to 
go for " — Bond 
"We are, for the most part, 
employed with established health 
benefits and have little interest in 
activities of the university other 
than the classes offered," one 
student from Rochester wrote in 
a letter. 
Another Rochester student 
wrote "I object to supporting 
Winona State using my regional 
activity fees to finance activities 
at the Winona campus." 
Most the students upset about 
the committee's proposed 
change were mad because of a  
according to Sharon Miller at the 
State University System. 
"We've had to ask for quite a lot 
of funding to handle those that are 
bad," she said. "We relied on the 
universities to use that, money 
properly and to find out which 
ones really needed it." 
Halliday said the money Winona 
State managed to get from the 
State University Board will 
probably not cover the cost of 
replacing all 15 transformers and 10 
capacitators Winona State plans 
to. 
"You're talking big bucks-30 
grand each transformer," he said. 
When the oil type transformers 
See PCB page 6 
lack of communication between 
Winona campus student senate 
and students at Rochester, 
according to Debra Bond, a 28-
year-old Business major picking 
up extra classes at Rochester. 
"The story in the paper was the 
only way we were notified about 
the proposal," Bond said. "I think 
there's no communication on 
what our student activity money 
is intended to go for." 
She said that she couldn't see 
paying $10,000 towards 
something she doesn't use, such 
as the student union in Winona. 
The committee, however,. 
made its decision based on a 
requirement of the State 
University system whereby all 
students of a state university are 
required to pay a certain amount 
quarterly towards the state-wide 
union debt payment. Students in 
Rochester, the committee noted, 
are students of Winona State 
University and fall under the 
requirement. 
"I've gone to school here, I 
know what's needed and I ask 
why not let us use our money to 
further our education like buying 
books," said Bond. 
She said that students at 
Rochester realized they were part 
of the state university system, 
but that they are more interested 
in using their money for 
education, not socialization. 
Kosidowski said that Winona 
State President Thomas Stark is 
looking into the situation and 
that he hopes the misinformation 
or lack of information can be 
cleared up when classes resume 
this week. 
By SUSAN RICKETTS 
Staff Reporter 
A budget proposal, endorsed 
by Gov. Rudy Perpich, to 
increase part-time scholarship 
money will be discussed by the 
Education Committee of the 
Minnesota House Appropriations 
Committee this week. 
Under 	this 	proposal, 
scholarship grants for part-time 
students would increase from 
$300,000 to $9 million for the 1985 
to 1987 biennium. 
David 	Longanecker, 	the 
executive director of the Higher 
Education Coordinating Board, 
said that there has been a 
significant increase in the pattern 
of students not attending full-
time and an increase in non-
traditional students who are 
returning to complete or further 
their education. 
The HECB conducted a study 
of part-time students last 
summer and found that the part-
time students are serious and 
intent upon courses that will  
further their careers and that 
their financial needs are not 
being met. 
When 	the 	Minnesota 
scholarship program was begun 
in the early 1970's, the part-time 
student was not protected, said 
Longanecker. Under the existing 
program less than two percent of 
all part-time students are 
covered. 
Longanecker said that the 
funds will be "targeted to those 
who need it most." 
Director of Information for the 
HECB Phil Lewenstein said that 
enrollment of part-time students 
has increased 20 percent in the 
state university system. 
The first year of the new grant 
program, $2 million would be 
allocated to campus based 
programs to assist students 
attending less than half-time. 
"It will probably take a year to 
get the program instituted," said 
Longanecker. 
The following year students 
See Part-time page 2 
Rochester students ticked-off 
at proposed activity fee change 
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Government Jobs 
$15,000-$50,000/yr. possi-
ble. All occupations. Call 
800-687-6000 Ext. R-6195 to 
find out how. 
"Thinking of taking some time 
off from school?" We need 
MOTHER'S HELPERS. 
Household duties and childcare. 
Live in exciting New York City 
suburbs. Room, board and salary 
included. 914.273-1626 
7 	  
123 Johnson 
Suite 102 
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Interview at 12:00, 1:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, and 5:00 p.m. 
Thursday and Friday, Mar. 14 & 15, 1985 — Conference Rms 1&2 I 
Interviews will last 20 minutes 
Student Union 1 Be Prompt!! 
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27 bill steps closer 
to becoming law 
'\'''435ta'Vss 
THE 
BEST IS 
YET TO 
COME 
Losing weight is one 
thing, but keeping it off is 
another. That's where Diet 
Center comes in. 
Not only do we help you 
to lose weight, but we 
teach you how to keep it 
off permanently. We do 
this through private, daily 
counseling and weekly 
seminars, where we show 
you how to diet in a 
sensible way ... a way 
you can live with the rest 
of your life. 
CALL US TODAY 
for a free, introductory 
consultation. 
THE LAST WEIGHT-LOSS 
PROGRAM YOU'LL 
EVER NEED! 
1983 
Wet Center, Inc. 
By GREG ABBOTT 
Winonan Editor 
ST. PAUL, Minn. — The bill to 
raise the drinking age to 21 took 
another step towards becoming 
law last Friday when the House 
Crime and Family Law 
Committee voted 14-6 to raise the 
state's drinking age. 
The vote was delayed 
Wednesday, March 6, as four 
separate amendments were 
proposed to the bill. Three of the 
amendments were accepted into 
the bill. 
The bill formerly called to raise 
the state's drinking age from 19 
to 21 on July 1, 1985. A provision 
in the bill would allow people who 
turn 19 before July 1 to continue 
to drink. 
Some legislators feared the 
state could lose Federal 
transportation money because 
the state would not be in full 
compliance with the Federal Oct. 
1, 1986 deadline. The state 
deadline called for July 1, 1987 as 
the compliance date—nine 
months after the Federal date. 
Rep. Sandy Pappas, DFL-St. 
Paul, said the bill could 
jeopardize an estimated $33 
million in Federal transportation 
funds, so she proposed • an 
amendment which would make 
the state bill comply with the 
Federal date. 
Her amendment proposed the 
drinking age would be raised to 
21 Sep. 1, 1986—one month 
before the Federal date. 
Her amendment, which doesn't 
allow a grandfather clause for 
Part-time 
Continued from page 1 
usually covers only a portion of a 
student's assessed needs. 
The Director of Winona State 
Financial Aid Robert Lietzau said 
that his office had been budgeted 
who take six or more credits will 
be able to apply through the state 
scholarship program. Five million 
dollars will be allocated for part-
time students in the 1986 to 1987  
people under 21, was included 
into the bill. 
A 	second 	amendment 
proposed by Rep. Kathleen 
Vellenga, DEL-St. Paul, would 
keep beer representatives off 
college campuses and prevent 
liquor companies from selling or 
promoting events on college 
campuses. This amendment was 
also included into the drinking 
bill. 
The third amendment included 
in the bill will increase fines for 
intoxicated drivers by raising the 
license reinstatement fee from 
$100 to $150. 
Rep. Gloria Segal, DFL-St. 
Louis Park, said fines for 
intoxicated drivers weren't high 
enough to keep them off the road. 
She said her amendment would 
further discourage drunken 
driving. 
Rep. Tim Sherman, I-R-Winona, 
introduced a fourth amendment 
which would allow on-sale liquor 
purchases for 19-and 20-year-
olds, but prohibit off-sale liquor 
purchases. His proposal was 
narrowly defeated 10-9 in the 
Crime and Family Law 
Committee. 
His proposal was also defeated 
earlier Feb. 20 by a 7-4 vote in the 
Criminal Justice subcommittee. 
"Instead of giving the proposal 
a try, some members decided to 
play political games," said 
Sherman. He said the narrow 
defeat shows there is some 
support for his proposal, and he 
might bring it before the House at 
a later date. 
school year. 
The part-time state scholarship 
will be consistent with the federal 
Pell Grant guidelines, said 
Longanecker. Pell grants are 
awarded on income and needs 
basis. The Pell Grant 
gives only $5,000 for students 
taking less than six credits. The 
new program would substantially 
increase the scholarships 
available to less than full-time 
students he said. 
SEMCAC FAMILY PLANNING 
A confidential, non-judgemental clinic for family 
planning and sexually transmitted diseases. For 
appointment phone 452-4307 weekdays 8:30 to 
5:00. 
64 1/2 W. 5th 	452.4307 
The Loan 
Rebate 
Only one lender offers Guaranteed 
Student Loans that start to pay off now. 
$500 Rebate $1000 Rebate 
Loans S2,000-54,000 	Loans over S4,000 
Attach this coupon to your loan application before 
mailing to EFS. The rebate will be mailed directly to you. 
NAME 	  
ADDRESS  
CITY 	 STATE 	 ZIP 	 
EFS 
P.O. Box 7277, St. Paul, MN 55107 
SUMMER JOBS 
$2,600.00 And Up For The Summer 
Minneapolis Co. Has Openings For The Summer 
In The Following Counties in Minn: 	 1 
Anoka Isanti Pipestone Winona 
Becker ltaska Polk Wright 
Beltrami Jackson Pope Yellow McDicine 
Benton Kanabec Ramsey 
Bigstone Kandiyohi Redwood IN WISC: 
Blue Earth Lac Qui Parle Renvilla Buffalo 
Brown Le Sueur Rice Crawford 
Carlton Lincoln Rock 	' Dunn 
Carver Lyon St. Louis Eau Claire 
Chippawa McLeod Scott Grant 
Chisago Marshall Sherburne Jackson 
Clay Martin Sibley Janeau 
Cottonwood Meeker Stearns La Crosse 
Crow Wing Mille Lacs Steele Monroe 
Dakota Morrison Stevens Pepin 
Dodge Mower Swift Pierce 
Douglas Murray Todo Richland 
FariBault Nicollet Wabasha St. Croix 
Fillmore Nobles Wadena Trempealeau 
Freeborn Norman Waseca Vernon 
Goodhue Olmsted Washington 
Hennepin Otter Tail Watonwan 
Houston Pennington Wilkin 
Hubbard Pine 
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second set of color 
prints from original 
roll at the time of 
developing. 
And they're both repre-
sented by the insignia you wear 
as a member of the Army Nurse 
Corps. The caduceus on the left 
means you're part of a health care a. 
system in which educational and 
career advancement are the rule, 
not the exception. The gold bar 
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're 
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713, 
Clifton, NJ 07015. 
■ Thinking about your future 
career? 
■ Interested in a people-oriented 
profession? 
■ Think about dentistry at the 
University of Minnesota School 
of Dentistry'. 
■ Prepare for the new health-
centered dentistry of the 90s. 
Our dental program has: 
■ outstanding national and 
international reputation and 
prestigious faculty. 
■ excellent clinical and laboratory 
facilities. 
■ special research and foreign 
exchange oppoortunities. 
■ available financial aid. 
ATTENTION 
SCIENCE JUNIORS & SENIORS 
You can still apply for fall 1985 admission. For more information call or write: 
Dr. Mellor Holland, Associate Dean 
L511 	 tiniversity of Minnesota School of Dentistry Minneapolis, MN 55455 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 	 (612) 373-3454 
Student still has to battle 
with drug selling charge 
by DALE KURSCHNER 
News Editor 
For Winona State Senior 
James "Jimbo" Eggerichs, 
charged Jan. 16 with selling 
marijuana, the legal process of 
determining his innocence or 
guilt may take longer than 
originally planned. 
When Eggerichs took the stand 
for the first time last Wednesday 
in Winona District Court, things 
"didn't come out as planned," his 
attorney, Mark Merchlewitz later 
said. 
Through 	Merchlewitz's 
questioning, Eggerichs told the 
court he purchased one ounce of 
marijuana from a person he 
knows using $100 of his own 
money. He then sold it to the 
undercover officer who paid him 
$100, he said. 
Merchlewitz said he was trying 
to show that Eggerichs did not 
receive remuneration (later 
defined by him as "profit") for the 
transfer and that his client was 
more a conduit than an actual 
participant in the sale. 
"There is a statute," he said, 
"stating that if the amount of 
marijuana exchanged is less than 
1.5 ounces and there is no 
remuneration, the person should 
be charged with a misdemeanor, 
not a felony." 
Half 	way 	through 
Merchlewitz's questioning, 
however, Judge Lawrence 
Collins interrupted him to say, 
"It doesn't have to be profit to be 
legal remuneration." 
By 	actually 	selling 	the 
marijuana, Eggerichs received 
payment which is what 
remuneration means in legal 
terms, Collins said in a later 
interview. He said there did not 
need to be an actual profit, just a 
consideration for the exchange. 
He also said that for Eggrichs 
to be a conduit, he would have 
simply taken the money from the 
undercover agent and given it to 
the person the marijuana came 
from. He would not have 
purchased the marijuana to later 
sell it. 
Collins told Merchlewitz in 
court that he should not have his 
client say any more on the 
subject without taking into 
consideration how it could 
possibly used against him by the 
prosecution in furture courtroom 
testimony. 
"He 	(Eggrichs) 	didn't 
understand the question I 
asked," Merchlewitz later said. 
"I'm contemplating filing to 
reopen the omnibus trial because 
of his misstatement." 
Earlier 	in 	the 	hearing, 
Merchlewitz questioned the 
method used in arresting 
Eggerichs and found 
discrepencies between what one 
arresting officer filed for a report 
and what he testified as actually 
happening. 
In Minnesota Burea of Criminal 
Apprehension Officer John 
Edwards' report, he mentioned 
nothing about knocking on the 
door before entering the 
residence of Eggerich' and his 
roommates', Merchlewitz said. 
Edwards, during the hearing, 
said he knocked and waited for 
almost two minutes before 
entering the unlocked door. He 
said he failed to mention that he 
had knocked in his report 
See Eggerich page 7 
Two House groups push for bill 
to lower student tuition 
By GREG ABBOTT 
Winonan Editor 
ST. PAUL, Minn.-Two separate 
state House groups are backing a 
bill that will decrease the 
percentage students must pay for 
instructional costs. 
Currently, 	the 	Omnibus 
Education Bill requires students 
to pay 33 percent of college 
instructional cost. The new 
proposal would cut the 
percentage to 30 percent, save 
students some money and 
balance increases in tuition, said 
Rep. Richard Cohen, DFL-St. 
Paul, author of the bill. 
"When tuition goes up 135 
percent in four years, one-third of 
the instructional costs is almost 
too much for students now," he 
said. 
Cohen said he wants the state 
to offer students a better deal to 
make education more accessible. 
"The 33 percent figure might 
have been reasonable in the past 
when tuition was lower, but when 
the cost of that tuition increases 
135 percent in four years, the goal 
of making education accessible 
is defeated," he said. 
Rep. Gloria Segal, DFL-St. 
Louis Park, sponsored the same 
bill in the House, but says the bill 
might have a rough time getting 
through the House. 
"The bill might not pass on its 
own, but we're hoping that it will 
become included in the Omnibus 
Education Bill loWering the 
instructional cost percentage 
from 33 percent to 30 percent," 
she said. 
Segal said the bill could run 
into problems because lowering 
the amount students pay for 
instructional costs increases the 
amount the state must pay to 
subsidize education. 
"And in a year with sharp 
budget cuts, the state probably 
won't support picking up the 
extra 3 percent tab from each 
student," she said. 
Segal said the bill will be 
brought before the education 
committee for a hearing within 
the next two weeks. 
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Pregnant? 
and afraid? 
There is a friend who cares. 
B irthright 
• 	452-2421 
free pregnancy test 	free confidential help 
0/14:1 
VAICIA . 	 Musk 
S N .r 
<SHINe cs... 3-5:30 
HAPPY --gof 	 N. 	p.m. 
HOUR 	BAR & CAFE 	Mon-Friday 
MONDAY 
Specials on Margueritas 
and shots 
8-12 pm 
THURSDAY 
Special Price On all  the Beer U-Can-Drink 
V2 Price Mixed Drinks . 
9-12 pm. 
TUESDAY 
Special on 16 oz. can of 
Miller 
8-12 pm 
FRIDAY  Good Times 
SATURDAY 
2 for 1 on mixed drinks 
9-12 pm 
WEDNESDAY 
Tap Beer Special 
3-12 pm 
SUNDAY 
Vikings Game Special 
1st Keg Free 
Just 2 Blocks East of the M.Q. 
SUNSHINE 
BAR & CAFE 
79 E. 2nd 	454-7772  
NOW OPEN FOR BREAKFAST 
04 I I I IP to a 	6:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. 	leiltk, 
lr4w . MONDAY THRU SUNDAY \LIG 
TRY ONE OF THE ONES THAT WON! 
CROISSAN'WICH 
In recent national taste test, consumers 
preferred the CROISSAN'WICH from Burger 
King to you know who by two to one! So why 
not go with the winner! Order up a hot, 
delicious Croissan'wich with a tender, flaky 
croissant, a slice of tangy cheese, a freshly 
scrambled egg - and your choice of a tasty 
hame, crispy bacon, or sizzling sausage. 
1215 Gilmore 
Winona 
Adam. 
BURGER 
KING 
Sorry, dudes, but the bus is stalled in Sydney, Iowa 
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Editorials 
Senate elections 
should be open 
Utters 
Back the cheerleaders 
To the Editor: 
On behalf of the Winona 'State University 
cheerleaders, I would like to apologize for the 
problems we as a team have been having lately. 
I will begin by explaining the situation of Feb. 1. 
Before the game the cheerleaders decided to have 
dinner together at one of the local pizza 
restaurants. After eating, we all became terribly 
sick to our stomachs. 
Saturday night we attended the game together 
wearing our sweaters with blue jeans instead of 
with our skirts. There are several reasons for this. 
For starters, one girl had a torn tendon in her 
knee. Another one has a severely pulled and 
bruised hamstring in her knee. Another one has a 
severly pulled and bruised hamstring in her right 
leg. 
As a team, we decided it would be best for us to 
give the basketball team our support from the 
stands. 
There have also been a few women's basketball 
games that the cheerleaders were only cheering 
for the first half of the game. The reason for these 
absences have been because of illness, also. 
It seems that the problem we have been 
experiencing are not considered legitimate. We 
were all give a hard time by both faculty and 
students. Therefore, I would like to press another 
point. The cheerleaders do not get any positive 
support at this institution. The fans don't cheer 
with us, the faculty doesn't give us any assistance, 
and we have to beg on our hands and knees in 
order to get money for uniforms, supplies (to make 
posters for games or try-outs) or for traveling. 
It is because of this lack of support that this 
university's cheerleading squad has been going 
downhill. The girls on the present squad have been 
working harder than any girls I have ever worked 
with, yet their efforts go unappreciated because of 
the apathy. 
So I'm asking you, the students and faculty of 
Winona State, the next time you want to insult the 
cheerleaders, why don't you come to our 
practices, work out with us and then get down  
on the floor and cheer at the games with us 
instead of against us. Only with more support from 
you and everyone else can the Winona State 
cheerleading squad begin to improve and possibly 
become what you expect it to be. Sincerely, 
Terri Stamm 
Shovel the sidewalks 
To the Editor: 
I read a recent article in the Minneapolis Star 
Tribune about a senior boy walking home from 
basketball practice. On his way, he slipped on a 
patch of ice in front of a car dealership and fell 
through one of the display windows. The boy died. 
There is no excuse for an example like the one 
above or, for that matter, any incident that would 
involve broken arms or legs caused by icy and 
unshoveled sidewalks. 
The winter season, as I have heard it, has also 
been coined with the name, "The Fall Season," 
and after discovering that fact first hand, I 
understand why. I was walking to a friends house 
not far from campus when, "BOOM," I wasn't 
walking but sliding. I found myself on a large 
patch of ice in front of a beautiful and well-kept 
home (with the exception of their sidewalk). No 
injuries occured, but what would have happened if 
I wasn't that fortunate? 
The Natjonal Safety Council says that shoveling 
does not eliminate all ice. What, you're asking 
yourself, is the most effective way to prevent ice 
build-up on sidewalks? Experts claim rock salt 
may be the most popular, however, it is virtually 
ineffective in the temperature range of 20-25 
degrees Fahrenheit. 
The most effective device on the market is a salt 
known as calcium chloride pellets (CCP). CCP 
melts more ice, more quickly, and at lower 
temperatures. In addition, CCP does not leave a 
white powdery residue that may be tracked into 
homes or other downtown area stores. 
In conclusion, if these home and store owners 
could take the time after each snowfall to shovel 
or throw CCP on their sidewalks, maybe so many 
people won't "Fall" victim to this unnecessary 
hazard. Christopher Vieau 
Elections for Student Senate president should be open for 
everyone. The proposed amendment requiring presidential 
candidates to serve six months on the Senate will infringe on 
students' voting rights by narrowing down the candidate choices to 
a select few. 
A possible 4,000 candidates would dwindle to less than 20 
students — those that have served six months in Senate. The 
proposal will destroy the true essence of elections — the right of 
any person to run for office. 
That's why we have Communist candidates and actors running 
for President. The freedom to vote encompasses all people of all 
groups with experience or without experience, and lets the people 
decide who will win. 
It is disgraceful for the Student Senate, a campus political body, 
to even think of limiting who can run for president. Ideas such as 
this are more commonly found in politically oppressed countries. 
Experience is an asset when running for president, but a lack of 
experience shouldn't stop any student from running for office. If a 
candidate lacks experience, it is up to the students who vote to 
determine who should win. 
Even if the students fail to pick a candidate with experience, it 
is still a student decision and a proper, democratic way to select 
the president. 
Base drinking laws 
on DWIs, not age 
It started out with President Ronald Reagan's speech for a 
national drinking age. Then Congress passed an unconstitutional 
law forcing states to have a 21 drinking age or forfeit millions of 
dollars in transportation funds. 
And it hasn't stopped. Paul Tschida, state, commissioner, 
presented a bill that would end "happy hours" for all bars. Some. 
states have capped down legal intoxication from .10 to .07 percent 
blood-alcohol level. Supreme Court rulings holding bars reliable for 
their intoxicated customers have made it virtually impossible for 
bars to get insurance. 
Further court rulings hold people who throw parties responsible 
for anything that happens to anyone who consumed alcohol at that 
residence. Designated driver programs are being pushed 
throughout the nation. Everyone is jumping on the bandwagon 
against alcohol — all at the same time. 
Some measures are valid, others are worthless. But when is the 
legislature going to quit stomping all over the alcohol issue? If all 
these measures pass, it will be an almost second prohibition 
setting in — something like this: If you're under 21 you can't drink. 
If you are driving to meet someone for a drink at a bar, you can't 
drink — no designated driver. 
Going out to drink with a bunch of friends? Sorry, only two drinks 
because the bar owner doesn't want to be responsible for you if you 
get in an accident. 
And to top if off, you have to pay $2 for a glass of beer because 
"happy hours" and low drink prices have been outlawed. Going to a 
house party? That's fine if you like 3.2 beer and only want two 
glasses — the people who threw the party don't want any nasty 
lawsuits if you get drunk. 
Laws and proposals like this overshoot the problem — drunk 
driving. Laws and proposals should be directed toward those who 
are driving drunk, not a broad age group. 
Increase penalties on the DRUNK DRIVER: heavier fines, take 
away the license for longer periods, or mark the licenses upon 
return with DWI charge which prevents that person from 
purchasing alcohol for 3-5 years. 
Laws and proposals should be focused on the drunk driver, not 
the bars, not people who have house parties, and definitely not 
those who drink and drive safely, but fall into a certain age group. 
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Dean search inconsistent 
There is something fishy going on in Somsen Hall. It involves the 
Dean Search. I guess I'm just a little confused. This dean search is a 
system of get qualified persons into dean positions. Some of our 
present deans are acting deans due to be replaced all at once. 
Now, Vice President of Academic Affairs Charles Sorensen has 
created a search committee for each dean position. There is little 
consistency in these committees. For instance, there are not 
department heads in the committee for the business administration 
dean search, while there are two appointed to the science 
committee. 
The acting dean of education was originally appointed to the 
business committee. Why? What was the relevance? As near as I 
can tell, the only consistency is that the members of the business 
dean search committee are all union members and it may be that 
most or even all committee members are union. 
This is not representative of the faculty at Winona State who will 
fall under the control of these deans, and I question whether it is 
representative of the student body which this administration is 
supposed to serve. Why? President Thomas Stark and Sorensen 
may be afraid of the unions, and this action may be a form of 
appeasement from milquetoast administration. 
Another thing, Sorensen drew up the job descriptions. It would 
be better if the committees drew them up rather than just the rating 
scales for the position. That is not all, though; the requests for 
application materials were placed in the Chronicle of Higher 
Education requiring materials to be sent for by Feb. 15, 1985, with 
no due date for the completed materials. 
Position vacancy notices were placed in universities, stating a 
due date of Feb. 22, 1985. This leaves only one week to complete an 
application for a dean position at Winona State for someone 
reading the Chronicle of Higher Education, who is unknowing of 
the due date. This leads me to believe that Sorensen and Stark may 
not to be serious about a national search but would rather fill the 
positions from their own little, localized world. 
These committees are supposed to do preliminary screening of 
applicants. These committees are up front in operations, and in my 
opinion, know what is going on and should be listened to. Whether 
Stark and Sorensen will listen has yet to be seen. It seems rather 
like a quickly thrown-together operation to serve interests other 
than the students. 
I invite the student body to voice its opinion in whatever quantity, 
especially those in the business administration field because the 
selection of this new dean may directly affect the business 
program to a great extent if the economics, accounting, and 
business administration department decides to split. 
g 
Beth 	Marburger, 
Freshman, Spring Valley 
"Yes, experience is 
needed because it is 
important that they have 
an adequate idea of how 
to run the office." 
March 13, 1985 
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Opinion 
Letters 
Ads faulty, message isn't 
To the Editor: 
To those Christians who feel the Gospel is to be 
spread at all cost, I suggest you examine your 
motives (and Scripture): "You must be shrewd as 
snakes and as innocent as doves" — not either-
or. Deception is not innocent. 
To those who were offended by the religious 
aspects of the presentation, I ask: what part of like 
contains more religious significance than death? 
Understandably the presentation had a "scare 
tactic" overtone-the thought of death is scary. But 
it did present an aspect of death that must be 
dealth with; do you not believe, or do you? 
The problem is that people do not want to think 
about that. There is nothing socially wrong with 
not believing, as long as you can explain and 
understand your position. Ignorance, however, 
does not get you out of a parking ticket. 
In regard to the infringement of religious (or 
lack-of-religion) rights, there was no fee for the 
presentation; however, the Winonan, which uses 
student funds, infringed on the beliefs of many 
(the cartoon and accusations). I also do not expect 
to hear any criticism of the choir which performed 
for Black Cultural Awareness Week — of course 
not, no one takes their religious singing seriously. 
The sign of one who has a belief, whether for, 
against, or neutral, is an answer. The sign of one 
who is not sure is to attack the question. 
Phil Carollo 
Christ is only antecdote 
Greg, as a senior at Winona State and one of the 
campus's many "born again creeps" (as you 
so...elaborately classified us) I felt drawn to my 
pen. 
As a surgeon is with a knife, the editor must be 
with his pen and I respect that of you. You, to the 
best of your abilities have tried to demonstrate 
your surgical skills on the problems related to 
Campus Crusade for Christ: of which I foresaw 
these problems from the starts (i.e. "deceptive 
advertising.") 
However Dr. Abbott, is it not usually a major-
surgical practice to provide anethesia for your 
victim, I mean, patient? 
Looking past this diagnosis, I would caution you 
in how you handle your pen; without abandoning 
satirically humorous flavor. Once you left being 
critical of the Crusaders, you opened another can 
of worms by drawing fire on the "born again 
creeps." This shows all that your humanitarian,  
"I'm OK, your OK"-religion has a break down. What 
the Crusaders and other lifestyle Christians like 
Tony Campollo are saying is, "I'm not OK and 
you're not OK; BUT, Jesus through His death and 
resurrection offers us more than mediocrity. 
You were upset that Christianity piously 
"blasphemes" (this was the charge that had Christ 
crucified) to be superior to the god of Islam, 
Hinduism, Buddhism, WSU-ism, etc. Greg, Jesus 
was asked, by what authority He did "these 
things?"...prove your authority! Jesus answered, 
"Destroy this temple, and in three days I will raise 
it up." (John 2:19). Lives have been drastically 
changed for nearly 2,000 years because of His 
resurrection. We, as lifestyle Christians, 
unapologetically claim to have the only antecdote. 
I give a personal challenge to you my friends(s) to 
prove or give strong objective statements to 
disprove the faith in Christ Jesus my Lord. 
Kelly Brown 
Abbott libels Christ 
To the Editor: 
I am a "born again creep," at least according to 
Greg Abbott and his article on the slide shown If I 
Should Die presented, Feb. 6, 1985, by the ministry 
of Campus Crusade for Christ. 
My big problem with his statement "born again 
creeps" is that his statement is a bit prejudiced. I 
mean, I would never call other students with 
different religious views "creeps." Name-calling, 
that's a little childish, isn't it? And I refuse to 
think of verses from the Bible and people sharing 
about their faith in God as religion "vomited all 
over the screens." 
If Greg thought that Campus Crusade for Christ 
"didn't take into consideration that there are 
students with other religious convictions besides 
Christianity," then he didn't take into 
consideration, when he wrote his article, that 
there are students with Christian convictions who 
read his article. 
Sure, I didn't have to read his article; I had the 
choice. But didn't everyone else have the choice of 
whether or not to come to the presentation? When 
will I learn to read the small print: by Greg Abbott? 
I confess that I don't know much about the 
legality of the presentation or how it was 
advertised, but that's not what Greg's article was 
really about. It seemed to me that the article was 
only an excuse to libel Christians and, thus, libel 
Christ. This time I think Greg stepped out of line, 
not "Between the Lines." 
Don Eischens 
The Student Voice Should experience be required for Senate candidates? 
Tom Leis, Sophomore, 
Cashton, Wis. 
don't 	feel 
experience is necessary. 
I think there are other 
very capable student 
leaders of other student 
organizations on campus 
that would make good 
candidates for Student 
Senate president." 
Ann Lemke, Freshman, 
Spring Valley 
"Yes, I think the 
president should have at 
least one year of 
experience." 
Jim 	Tormstrom, 
Freshman, Caledonia 
"As a preventative 
measure I feel that prior 
experience should be 
required to run for 
president. But much 
more than that should be 
taken into consideration 
at election time." 
Jason West, Junior, 
Wayzata 
"A 	presidential 
candidate should have 
some experience. There 
is a lot of responsibility 
and they should have an 
idea of what is going 
on." 
Kurt 	R. 	Johnson, 
Freshman, Duluth 
"Yes, to keep the 
Student Senate running 
smoothly the candidates 
need to know the 
working of the Senate 
and without prior 
experience, you waste 
too much time learning 
the ropes. 
Su rvey 
Years In school 	 
Male 	 Female 	 
Age 	 
Live on campus 	 off campus 	 
General Definitions: 
Physical Abuse—any physical contact expressing aggression 
Verbal Abuse—verbal attack on a person's self esteem or self worth. 
Sexual Abuse—any sexual activity Into which a person Is forced without 
his or her consent. 
1.1n a relationship with a man or woman, have you ever been: 
(a) pushed, shoved or slapped? YES NO 
(b)kicked or punched& YES NO 
(c)pushed to the floor? YES NO 
2.If you answered yes to any of the above questions how serious 
were you with that person? Very Not very Acquaintance 
Dld it happen often YES NO 
Dld you tell anyone of the following about It? 
Police YES NO 
Psychologist YES NO 
Counselor YES NO 
Friend YES NO 
Did it hurt or help your relationship? 
Help Hurt Neither 
3.1n a relationship with a man or woman, have you ever. 
(a)pushed, shoved or slapped him or her? YES . NO 
(b)kicked or punched him or her? YES NO 
(c)pushed him or her to the floor? YES NO 
4.As a child, did a, b or c above happen to you? YES NO 
'if yes, which one? (a) (b) (c) 
6.Heve you ever been verbally-emotionally abused by: 
')a) your boyfriend or girlfriend YES NO 
(b)a parent YES NO 
(c)an acquaintance YES NO 
(c) a stranger YES NO 
7.Have you every verbally-emotionally abused someone YES NO 
'if yes, did it occur more than once? YES NO 
9.Do you have any friends In a relationship involving physical 
abuse? YES NO involving verbal abuse YES NO 
10.Have you ever sexually abused someone? YES NO 
11.Have you ever been sexually abused? YES NO 
12.If yes, by whom? 
(a)acquaintance YES NO 
(b)boyfriend or girlfriend YES NO 
(c)parent YES NO 
(d)stranger YES NO 
".Do you have any friends that have been sexually abused? YES NO 
14.If you answered yes to number 13, did you tell any of the following 
about It? 
Police YES NO 
Psychologist YES NO 
Counselor YES NO 
Friend YES NO 
The purpose of this survey Is to establish accurate 
figures pertaining to physical abuse, verbal abuse 
and sexual abuse incidents at Winona State. Names 
are not needed and completed surveys can be (a) 
dropped off at 113 Phelps, (b) left In the mall room, 
Somsen Hall, addressed to 113 Phelps or, (c) mailed 
to The Winonan 113 Phelps, Winona State 
University, Winona, Minnesota 55987. Completed 
surveys would be greatly appreciated. J 
Purpose: 
Absolutely 
Positively 
The Lowest Prices in town 
•Budweiser suitcases 
•Phillips Vodka 750 ml 
•Windsor Ltr. 
•Lancers or Mateus Wines 
•Stroh and Stroh Light 
suitcases 
176 E. 3rd 	452.1821 
•12 pk. Miller bottles 
•Coors and Coors Light 12 
pk. cans 
•Special Export 12 pk. cans 
Warehouse Liquor 
veryone's making tracks . . 
a for Zach's on the 
Tracks! 
At the Foot of Center 
454-6939 
 
, 
,91/- ro.7 
	 Q 	 1' V- 	
61,5*- 107 
    
Welcome Back Students! 
*St. Patrick's week Special* 
)0,c/71A- 
Monday 
Ladies Night! 
Tuesday 
Tap beer special 
Wednesday 
2 for 1 8:00-10:00 
Long Island Ice Tea Party 
Thursday 
St. Pat's Margarita Special 
& bottle beer special 
Friday 
2 for 1 4:30-7:00 
Free Hors d-oeuvres 
Saturday 
The Leprechaun Special 
Bloody Mary's 1/2 price 
all day 
2 for 1 4:30-6:30 
Free Hors d'oeuvres 
Specials on Green Russians& 
Midori Margarita's! 
Sunday 
4-Leaf Clover Special 
Mellonballs 1/2 price 
all night 
Champagne 1/2 price 
Dinner Specials all week 
For Reservations 454-6939 
Save 35c 
on any size 
Clear eyes 
TO RETAILER: As our authorized agent we will pay 
you 80 plus the face value of the coupon for each 
coupon you properly accept in connection with the 
retail sale of the product indicated. Coupons will be 
honored when presented by retail distributors of our 
merchandise or associations or clearing houses, 
approved by us, acting for and at the sole risk of our retailers. It is FRAUD to present coupons 
for redemption other than as provided herein. Coupon void and forfeited if invoices proving 
your purchase of sufficient stock to cover coupons are not produced on request, or it coupon 
assigned, transferred, sold or reproduced. 
COUPON REIMBURSEMENTS ARE NOT TO BE DEDUCTED FROM ROSS LABORA-
TORIES INVOICES. Customer pays any applicable tax. Limit one coupon per purchase (or 
customer). Cash redemption value 1 /20th of a cent. Mail coupons to: ROSS LABORATORIES, 
P.O. Box 7800, Mt. Prospect, IL 60056-7800. This coupon expires March 31, 1986. Valid 
on any size. 
01018 
01018 	© 1985 Ross Laboratories, Columbus, Ohio 43216 
Clear eyes Campus Carry-All Offer 
Just enclose two (2) proofs-of-purchase (2 front panels of any size Clear eyes packages) for 
each FREE Campus Carry-All you order. OR send one (1) proof-of-purchase and 53.49 ($2.99 
plus 505 postage and handling) for each Carry-All you order, with a check or money order. Mail 
together with this completed certificate to: 
Clear eyes Campus Carry-All Offer, P.O. Box 7714, 
Mt. Prospect, IL 60056-7714 
CHECK ONE: 
Please send me 	  FREE Campus Carry-Alts. l'Nie enclosed two proofs-of- 
purchase for each bag requested. 
Please send me 	 Campus Carry-Alts. I've enclosed one proof-of-purchase 
and $3.49 for each bag requested. 
Name 	  
Street 	  
City 	  
State 	 Zip 	  
Otter expires March 31, 1986 and Is subject to availability. Please allow 6-8 weeks 
for delivery. 
This official mail-in certificate must accompany the correct proof-of-purchase. Facsimile 
reproduction of package front or certificate will not be honored. Offer good only in USA. Offer 
void where prohibited or restricted by law. 
11111111111111111■ 	
This handy 
Clear eyes 
Campus 
Carry- II 
is 
FREE! 
Just buy two (2) of 
any size Clear eyes 
eye drops and carry 
your books, note 
pads, pencils, 
sneakers, sweatshirt 
and shorts in a 
FREE Campus 
Carry-All. Or buy 
one (1) Clear eyes 
(any size) and carry 
off this great bag for 
only $2.99 (plus 50f 
postage and han-
dling). Be sure to 
carry along Clear 
eyes to keep your 
eyes clear, white and 
looking great. 
FOUNTAIN CITY 
Bike 
Shop 
Tune-ups $10 
Fast, reliable service 
(will deliver). 
Order Fuji or Sanwa 
now for reduced prices! 
687-3161 
(Next to the 
hardware store) 
I SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 
Colorado 	Mountain 	Resort 
Employer is seeking male and 
female applicants for: Retail Sales, 
Food Service and other retail 
oriented jobs. Mid May thru Mid 
September located in Estes Park, 
Colo. For further information 
write: 
National Park Village North 
Mark Schifferns 
740 Oxford Lane 
Fort Collins, CO 80525 
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Sex assaults hard to handle, bring into open 
By DALE KURSCHNER 
News Editor 
A female Winona State student 
filed a report with the Winona 
Police department three weeks 
ago stating she had been 
sexually assaulted in one of the 
dorms, police department 
officials said. 
"She filed a report and the case -
is not even near being called a 
'sex assault' yet because we're 
not close to finishing the 
investigation," said Lt. Seibert. 
"We are investigating the 
report right now but the students 
are on Spring Break and we're at a 
stand still," he said last week. 
By reporting it to the police, 
the woman has opened herself up 
to even more turmoil, according 
to police department officials and 
the Women's Resource Center in 
Winona. 
Both sources said that in all 
cases where women come 
forward and wish to prosecute, 
PCB 
Continued from page 1 
are replaced, the new dry type 
transformers will require a better 
heat venting system and in some 
cases, larger room locations, 
Halliday said. That will increase 
costs some. 
John Burros, director of facilities 
management at Winona State, said  
matters can become a nightmare 
emotionally and psychologically. 
"It's very likely the woman will 
have to go on the witness stand," 
said Connie Hoveland Belder, 
a Director at the Women's 
Resource Center. She said the 
victim may have to "re-live" the 
incident while testifying about it 
in court and that it causes a lot of 
pain for that person. 
"The initial reaction by women 
is guilt," said Hoveland Belder. 
"They feel responsible for what 
happened or feel they've done 
something to provoke it and they 
have to deal with the 
embarassment of having it known 
if they report it." 
Because of that fear and pain 
abused women often go through, 
only one of ten sexually bused 
women report it to the police, 
Hoveland Belder said. 
Over 80,000 rapes were 
reported in 1981, according to 
FBI statistics. Several surveys 
that three transformers in Minne, 
Gildemister, the Heating Plant, 
Pastuer and the Performing Arts 
Center are on the university's list to 
replace. He said five contaminated 
capacitators were located in both 
Memorial and Somsen. 
Halliday said he hopes to get 
those transformers in PAC, 
Gildemister, Minne and Pastuer  
showed that that figure only 
represents about 10 percent of 
the actual incidents of rape, 
Hoveland Belder said. 
Last year, she said, the 
Women's Resource Center 
handled around 50 sex assault 
cases. The Law Enforcement 
Center, meanwhile, had only five 
sex assault incidents reported to 
it, Police Chief Sherer said. 
Hoveland Belder said that most 
of what the center does for the 
women is give them support, 
information and general 
advocacy and assistance if they 
pursue the matter through the 
police. 
Sherer said that the police 
department goes through the 
usual procedure of gathering 
evidence at the scene where the 
alleged assault took place and, 
because of that, delays in 
reporting the incident tend to 
hamper the investigation. 
"As a rule, there is always 
Hall done this summer, when those 
buildings can go without power for 
a short period of time. 
Though PCB's are strongly 
suspected of causing cancer, 
health officials from the Minnesota 
Pollution Control Agency said that 
the chemical can only harm an 
individual if he digests it or has his 
skin exposed to it for a long time.  
some evidence left at the scene 
of a crime. Sometimes we find it, 
sometimes we don't," Sherer 
said. 
Hoveland Belder said that if a 
woman. does decide to press 
charges, simply determining 
which of the four degrees of 
sexual assault becomes a 
complex matter especially when 
the assault occured between her 
and someone she knows. 
"The bulk of the victims know 
the person before it happens," 
she said. "Aquaintance rapes are 
realy common at colleges and are 
more difficult to handle because 
the victim feels even more like 
she should have been able to see 
it coming or stop it." 
State-wide last year, 75 percent 
of the sexual assault victims 
were acquainted with their 
perpetrator, according to the 
Minnesota Department of 
Corrections. 
Grade "A" 
LARGE 
EGGS 
2/99° 
dozen 
I Limit 	3/2 4/8 5 	with coupon I 
Noloil................m.......ig 
.1.......noommoin.......1.......91 
Ff 	Save 30cD w/coupon I 
8-pack Pepsi, 
Coke or 7-Up 	I 1 9 plus deposit 1 I 
1 
	
With coupon 	1 
Reg. 1 
$1.49 	Expires 3/24/85 	1 
MBINIIMIIIIMIIIIIMIMIIMIIIIIIIIIIMIIIMIIII•11 
MOBILE 10W30 
Motor Oil 
79 quart 
$ 1 799 case of 24 
— 	Save $1.10 with coupon: 
12-oz. Doritos , 
99° 
Expires 3/24/85 
with coupon 1 
$ 1 00 OFF 
I 
All 1 
Carton I 
Cigarettes 1 
„•.. 
Limit 	
Coupon Special 
I 	2 
11111111111•11•11 INS 
surlboro 
on our already low carton prices 	1 
ism Nommusisimm isoommosissommos No all 
Save 59° with coupon I 
CHIPPO 
Ice Cream Sandwich 
Reg. 
79' 
Expires 
$2.09 
Limit 1 
Kwik Trip conveniently located at the corner of Huff & Sarnia Streets —
Open 24 hours — 365 days a year. Stores also located at Fifth & 
Orrin-East & West Broadway 
Open Daily 
4:00 p.m. 
Expires March 20 
Papa John's 
Dining 
Room Special 
4:00 til closing 
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News lab position accepted, 
KQAL still eligible for grant Campus Shorts 
 
By GREG ABBOTT 
Winonan Editor 
Mass Communications 
Chairman John Vivian can 
breathe a sigh of relief. His 
proposal for a new supervisory 
position was accepted, keeping 
campus radio station KQAL 
eligible for a possible $30,000 
grant. 
Earlier in the year, Vivian 
brought the proposal before the 
faculty and administration 
because he said he was 
concerned that under a thorough 
audit, current listings for KQAL 
supervisory positions might not 
hold up, making the station 
ineligible for grants totalling 
$30,000. 
"The grants would mean the 
difference between having a well-
rounded campus radio laboratory  
and a campus jukebox," said 
Vivian. 
The grant requires two 
supervisory positions for the 
station. Vivian said the phrasing 
of the requirement was vague and 
made it possible for him to count 
work study students as part of 
the two supervisory positions. 
However, restrictions were 
tightened to exclude work study 
students, so Vivian suggested 
another position — news lab 
supervisor. 
Steve Schild, editor of Winona 
Campus Life, was named to fill 
the position, which will supervise 
student news stories to Mass 
Communication outlets. 
Schild will assign, edit and 
critique student news stories for 
use through KQAL, Winona 
Campus Life and television news. 
Gary Janikowski, personnel 
director, said the new three-
quarter-time position will pay 
$13,593 per year, with money 
coming from the university's 
general M&E fund. 
Some Faculty Senate members 
were upset that Vivian could add 
an extra position over other 
departments, who were waiting in 
line to add more faculty 
members. 
Vice President of Academic 
Affairs Charles Sorensen said the 
position was to be considered a 
temporary spot which will be 
evaluated at the end of the year. 
"At the end of the year we can 
sit down and discuss the trade-
offs and decide whether to keep 
or cut the position," said 
Sorensen. 
THE PRIORITY HOUSE 
Priority House 
starts the quarter 
out on the 
right foot- 
We Party!  
Try Not to Laugh 
The Social Cultural Activities 
Committee will sponsor the 
comedy show "Make Me Laugh" 
8 p.m. tonight in Somsen 
Auditorium. Students that can 
keep a straight face can win $25. 
Admission is free with student 
I.D. 
Illusion Theater to Perform 
Illusion Theater, a professional 
theater group from Minneapolis, 
will perform 8 p.m. Thursday in 
the Performing Arts Center. 
Admission i-s free with student 
I.D. 
VFW Nursing Scholarships 
Applications are being taken 
for four $100 Winona County 
VFW nursing scholarships to 
help students working toward a 
degree in nursing at Winona 
State University or the College of 
Saint Teresa. 
Eggerichs 
Continued from page 3 
because "it is just a standard 
mode of operation for an officer 
to knock." 
Eggerichs said he didn't hear 
any knocking or anyone 
announcing "police officer" 
when the officers came in to 
arrest him at approximately 6 
a.m. "I was awoken by 
flashlights as the door to my 
room opened." 
"With a situation like this one, 
you get into the question of 
whether or not a police officer 
can just walk in to a house if 
nobody answers," Merchlewitz 
Theater for the play Anything 
Goes, a musical comedy, will 
leave 8:30 a.m. March 23 from 
Winona State. 
Students tickets and bus 
reservations is $13. Faculty and 
staff cost is $16. 
Student Senate 
The Student Senate will meet 4 
p.m. today in Purple Rooms, 
Kryzsko Commons. All students 
are welcome to attend. 
Drop-Add Day 
Students who want to add or 
drop a course scheduled for 
spring quarter must obtain drop-
add forms from the Registrar's 
office Tuesday. 
Financial Aid Distribution 
Students receiving financial 
aid for spring quarter classes 
may pick up their financial aid 
checks March 21-22 in Somsen 
Hall. 
said later. 
"Also, in this case it took them 
(the police) two tries to get the 
right residence and you get into 
whether or not they have to know 
if the person they are going to 
arrest is in the house or not," he 
said. 
Merchlewitz said that he still 
plans to use entrapment as a 
defense in Eggerichs' case. 
Eggerichs said earlier this year 
that he felt "pestered" into 
getting the marijuana for the 
undercover officer because an 
agent working with the police 
called him "five days in a row to 
get me to sell some marijuana to 
his friend." 
-.....-_--,,,--.....,-...... 	—_-_---....._-,m--.....,-_-_,.......,.......---4. , 	  
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"My name is not 
Fernando, 	Juan, 
Poncho, 	Julio, 
Hernandez, 	Rodri- 
guez or Sanchez. 	I 
am not Mexican. 	I 
don't 	even 	like 
Mexican food." —TUSA- 
4 
To 	receive 	applications, 	Applicants to Nursing Major 
contact Indall at 509 Glenview 	Students wishing to apply for 
Court, Winona, before April 15. 	nursing must make appointments 
Satori Submissions 	immediately with a nursing 
Satori, Winona State's literary advisor for GPA verification. 
arts magazine, will accept 	Book Exchange 
submissions of prose, poetry, 	Senators will be taking books 
drama, art and photography from back and selling some today 
students, faculty and staff. 	noon - 6:30 p.m., in the Cinema 
Turn in submissions to Susan Room, Kryzsko Commons. 
Rickey, PAC 208, before Friday. 	Students can also buy books 
Guthrie Theater 	 Thursday 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
A bus trip to the Guthrie 
FREE DELIVERY 
on WSU Campus 
529 Huff 	452.1234 
r- r- r-  r- r r- r- r- - r- r- r- f- r— r- 	r-- r- r- 
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Silvia Ponce-Sawyer holds the first place trophy after Winona State captured the NAIA National 
Gymnastics Championship held in Minot, North Dakota last weekend. 
• 
Winona State's Kathy Horyza earned All-American honors 131 
second place in vault with a score of 18.20 
Winona State's All-American Tracy Harvey tied for fifth in the vault with 17.10. 
ar 	 • • 	• 
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Experience 
key to U. S. 
Championship 
Experience was the key 'word to the Winona 
State University team as it won the National 
Association of Intercollegiate Athletics 
Championship last weekend at the Minot State 
College Dome in Minot, N.D. 
"Experience pulled us through," said Warrior 
Head Coach Steve Juaire. "We didn't let the small 
disapointments become critical." 
The experience that Juaire was talking about 
was the performances of seniors All-Americans 
Sylvia Ponce-Sawyer and Jean Schuler. 
Ponce-Sawyer and Schuler hit a 9.2 and an 8.95, 
respectively on the balance beam after the 
Warriors suffered four consecutive falls. 
"We were at a fork in the road at that point," 
Juaire said of the falls. "We could have went either 
way, but the girls put on an outstanding 
performance in the face of pressure." 
The experience helped the Warriors pull out a 
victory over last years champion Centenary 
College with a score of 140.60 points. 
Centenary scored 138.150, Minot State was third 
at 136.80 and Fort Hayes State University from 
Fort Hayes, Kan., finished in fourth with a 135.25. 
Schuler captured the all-around competition 
with 35.4 points. This marked her fourth 
consecutive All-American honor for the Warriors. 
Juaire was named NAIA Coach Of the Year as 
his Warriors collected 10 All-American honors at 
the meet. 
See Experience page 13 	Senior Jean Schuler became the national champion in floor exercise with a score of 18.35. 
Photos by Mark Hoffman Text by John Schaller 
Parents and fans of the Warrior gymnasts show their favorite team who they think is number one after Winona took the national championship. 	1 
Bill McKenzie works on installing an exhibit of his art at the Paul Watkins Gallery at Winona State. 
McKenzie has also displayed his work in galleries around the country. (photo by Mark Hoffman) 
Student paper tops all colleges 
Page 10 
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Feature 
McKenzie's art shows 'the process' 
By KATHY VOS 
Arts Editor 
Winona State students finally 
have an opportunity to see prints 
which art instructor Bill 
McKenzie has been showing to 
the rest of the country. 
McKenzie's display, called 
"Serigraphs," is a collection of 
photo silk-screen prints he made 
while on a recent two-year leave. 
McKenzie has had the works 
exhibited in Chicago, Galesburg, 
Ill., Los Angeles, Washington, 
D.C., and New York. 
A teacher at Winona State for 
19 years, McKenzie decided that 
the same work he had been 
placing in galleries around the 
country may act as an inspiration 
for students at Winona State. 
"I think the show is an example 
of process," said McKenzie, who 
did the prints in a California 
studio. 
He went on to explain that first 
an artist has to specialize. "The 
problem for many is finding an 
idea you can hold on to—you 
can't be too eclectic," he said. 
After working at your specialty 
and becoming good, then you can 
become competitive, said 
McKenzie. For McKenzie, being 
accepted into national jury shows 
was necessary before working 
with dealers. In 1982 McKenzie 
had a print displayed in New York 
City's "Prints U.S.A." show. 
Exxon purchased one of his 
works, marking a new point in his 
progress. Since then, he has been 
able to place his prints in 
galleries around the country. 
"It makes you feel good when 
places will take your whole 
portfolio instead of one or two 
works," McKenzie said. 
The collection on exhibit in the 
Paul Watkins Gallery consists of 
11 prints and took four months to 
complete. 
McKenzie describes the works 
as "Impressionistic," made up of 
"broken color." He said 
Impressionistic art makes the 
viewer do the work. Instead of 
painting red, and Impressionist 
may print yellow and orange next 
to each other, making the eye do 
the adjusting. 
To make the prints, McKenzie 
uses specially prepared 
photographic positives and 
produces tone graduations by 
using the "half-tone" techniques, 
which consists of breaking up a 
continuous tone into dots as 
done in newspapers. 
McKenzie puts them on the 
positives and cuts them into 
patterns. After the patterns are cut, 
he puts them into the silk-screen 
and prints them. 
McKenzie explained that the 
process was adopted from 
industry. He said in many areas 
See Exhibit page 11 
Winonan, staff sweep 1 1 state awards 
Minneapolis, Minn. — The Winonan 
staff topped all colleges in the state by 
winning 11 awards from the Minnesota 
Better College Newspaper Contest Feb. 
15 at Minneapolis. 
The contest was full of Winonan 
"firsts": 
• the Winonan staff won for advertising 
excellence, 
• a staff member won an award for 
column writing, 
• a staff member received awards in a 
professional category, 
• a staff member won an award for 
feature writing, 
• and the Winonan photo staff swept 
best photographer's portfolio category. 
The judges awarded the Winonan first 
place in general advertising excellence 
stating, "The ads are given the 
importance they deserve on a page. The 
overall impact is good." Will Foreman, 
business manager, and Greg Abbott, 
Winonan editor, do the advertising layout 
and placement within the paper. 
The Winonan also took first place for 
best use of photography. Photography 
Editor Mark Hoffman and the Winonan 
photography staff won first place for 
"clean photo pages which show 
imagination." It is the third consecutive 
year the Winonan has placed first in this 
category. 
In the individual categories, Hoffman 
led the way with five awards — two in the 
professional category. He won first place 
feature photo in the professional category 
for a snow tubing picture which appeared 
in the Faribault Daily News. Hoffman  
followed it up by winning second place in 
the same category. 
Hoffman also placed first in the college 
feature category with a picture of Winona 
State's ROTC field training exercise last 
spring. 
Hoffman also took first place for best 
college photographer's portfolio, a 
category which signifies the best 
photographer in the state. Judges 
commented, "We judged this by asking 
ourselves which photographer we'd hire 
for our papers. We'd hire Mark." 
Chief Photographer Steve Apps placed 
a "solid second" to Hoffman, completing 
the sweep of best photographer's 
portfolio. 
Apps also took first place for a portrait 
and personality photo of Dave Shore, a 
resident of Frog Slough. Judges said, 
"The picture not only shows the man's 
intensity, but also part of his environment 
which contributes to the intensity." 
The article on Frog Slough, written by 
Abbott, took second place in the feature 
writing category. "After reading 'Life on 
the River,' I'm ready to head for the 
Mississippi. He does a good job of 
making life on the river come alive," said 
the judges. 
Abbott's column, Second Look, also 
won an honorable mention for an opinion 
backing funding for Satori, Winona 
State's literary publication. 
The awards tied the 1984 record of 11 
awards from the Winonan staff, and 
Abbott feels that the Winonan has the 
potential to break the record in 1986. 
Some of the Winonan winners get excited over winning big-time at the Minnesota 
Better College Newspaper Contest. From left, photo editor Mark Hoffman, Chief 
Editor Greg Abbott, Business Manager Will Foreman, and Chief Photographer Steve 
Apps. (photo by Mark Hoffman. 
SOUNDS EASY, 
NO DEPOSIT 
CALL FOR RESERVATIONS 
NOW!! 
Membership Rates 
overnight rental 
VCR rental 
Mon. - Thur. $3.00 
Fri. • Sun. $5.00 
Movie rental 
Mon. - Sat. $3.00 
Sun. 52.00 
But they key is to remain 
"Open-minded," said McKenzie, 
"try to appreciate the color and 
approach it like you wold music." 
The gallery is open Monday-
Friday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Customer Appreciation Days March 18-22 
* ** 
..... 	 ...... 	 . 
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CONTINUE YOUR EDUCATION 
WITH THE ARMY COLLEGE FUND. 
So you've started college and you want to go on. You have the ability and desire but 
need the money. The Army College Fund can help you continue the education you've started. 
By qualifying in an Army skill that entitles you to the Army College Fund, you'll be 
able to start a special savings plan. When you set aside part of your Army pay each month, the 
government will match your savings at least five to one. With a two-year enlistment, you'll 
accumulate $15,200. With a three-year enlistment, you could save as much as $20,100 for college. 
Keep on growing in college with the Army College Fund. See your local Army Recruiter 
for details. 
SOUNDS EASY R. 
Winona Mall 	454-7083 
.O.P.derltlycverad Frcnstvse of Sounds E.', kmCM.np Co=0,o, 
• 1085 Sour. Easy FC Au rtgras 005■3V1, 
SUMMER JOBS 
• Busboys •Chambermaids •Service Station 
Attendents •Kitchen Help •Room Clerks 
• Switch Board Operators - Etc., Etc. 
If you like the fun and excitement of working the summer for a NATIONAL 
PARK-RESORT HOTEL-GUEST RANCH-SUMMER CAMP-CRUISE SHIP-
ALASKA-ETC., ETC...we have researched and compiled a new SUMMER 
EMPLOYMENT GUIDE that will show you how and where to apply for a 
summer job of your choice! 
Compiled in our GUIDE is a list of NATIONAL PARKS-RESORT HOTELS-
GUEST RANCHES-SUMMER CAMPS THROUGHOUT THE U.S.-OPPOR-
TUNITIES ON CRUISE SHIPS-AND OPPORTUNITIES IN ALASKA. 
--------ORDER 
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT GUIDE 
131 ELMA DR. DEPT. G-248 • 
CENTRALIA, WA. 98531 
To order our SUMMER EMPLOYMENT GUIDE, send $8.00 cash, check, or 
money order. Our GUIDE is sent to you with a 90 day money back guarantee. 
If for any reason you are not satisfied with our GUIDE, simply return it within 
90 days and your full purchase price will be refunded IMMEDIATELY. 
NAME (Please Print) 	  
ADDRESS 	 APT# 	  
CITY 	 STATE 	  ZIP 
Summer Employment Guide 1985 
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Africa needs more than a Band-Aid 
Off the Record 
by Paul Marszalek 
SAWN' 
Green! 
The Lions Club has its candy day, the Fire 
Department has its annual pancake breakfast, the 
Girl Scouts sponsor a cookie sale, and Rock & Roll 
has its Band Aid. 
Although rock fund raisers are not new, Band 
Aid's "Do They Know It's Christmas" tops them all. 
The record, featuring various English artists, has 
reported earnings nearing the $10 million mark. 
The money is targeted for Ethiopian famine relief. 
Not to be out-done by the Britons, "U.S.A. For 
Africa" is a similar project with an album due in 
April. "We Are the World" is the feature single that 
headlines a conglomeration of domestic talent. 
Prince's "Tears in Your Eyes" will appear on the 
album. Pat Benatar and Linda Ronstadt will also 
donate songs. 
We can all buy the record and feel good about 
ourselves because we know that our dollars went 
to fight hunger in Ethiopia. 
Surely Ethiopia's communist leaders will use 
Band Aid's $10 million in the wisest possible way. 
Never mind that last year the government spent 
$500,000 on booze for the country's anniversary 
Exhibit  
party. Never mind that there was an anti-
government uprising in the drought-stricken 
northern portion of the nation. Surely Ethiopia's 
communist leaders will let by-gones be by-gones 
and rush relief to the rebels. 
Without sounding too pessimistic, Band Aid 
was a great idea. Organizer Bob Geldof knew that 
he couldn't raise funds just by asking. He came up 
with gimmick. Wouldn't the needy organization 
benefit more if the candy, cookies, pancakes, and 
records could be eliminated? As Geldof puts it, "I 
find it pathetic that a piece of plastic seven inches 
across with a hole in the middle is the price of 
somebody's life this year." 
Go out and buy Band Aid and U.S.A. For 
Africa—the proceeds will be put to use by an 
overlooked, hungry person. When you get home, 
take the records out of the bag and listen to them. 
While you're feeling philanthropic, put a few 
empty pop cans in the bag, pin a dollar to it, and 
throw it away in a campus garbage bin. I'm sure 
the money will be put to use by another 
overlooked, hungry person. 
Get 
$5  Lifetime Reg. $20.00 Membership and Receive a 
Free Coupon Book! 
z 
On. '2 $599 
0 12) 
0 E 	with Student I.D. 
SOUNDS EASY- TIN OIL MALL 
Mon. - Thur. 
2 movies & a VCR 
Continued from page 10 
artists can "take technical things 
from industry and apply to fine art 
solutions and come out all right." 
He said without the process he 
uses to produce his art work, we 
wouldn't have color TV and other 
technological color  
advancements. 
McKenzie 	said 	he 
characterizes his art as abstract 
and suggested that the viewer 
should investigate color as they 
look at his work. Reading up on 
Cubism and Impressionism 
would help too, McKenzie added. 
t PALMER RECORDING 
Because something had to be done 
For your recording needs call 457-5119 
and ask for Paul 
THE 
SCREENING 
LOOM 
68 Lafayette 
Winona, MN 
152-6820 
Directed by Rob Reiner 
Starring: Christopher Guest, 
Michael McKean, Rob Reiner 
Color Rated PG 
MARCH 15, 15, 17 
B:00 p.m. 
SPECIAL MIDNIGHT 
SHOW MAR. 15 
r .................11111111•11111•11•11•1111111111 
 
$1.00 
Off 
$1.00 off any pizza. 
One coupon per pizza. 
Expires in one week. 
Fast, Free Delivery"' 
909 W. 5th St. 
Winona 
Phone: 4546700 
JTC NA 119/1940 
c, 1984 Domino's Pizza, Inc. 
I 
I 
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ow wow mow muss ow swung we mamma 
FINE ART 
MAJORS 
ARE 
DRAWN TO 
DOMINOS 
PIZZA. 
454-6700 
Winona Swim 
Club 
is 	hiring 	swim 
coaches for May 27 
through August 4. 
Send resumes by March 18 to 
Mary Hewett, 1854 W. King 
St., Winona, Mn. 
An equal opportunity employer. 
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Circle K: a complement to academics 
By PAT McILHERAN 
Feature Editor 
Students do many things 
besides going to classes. Some 
go to taverns. Some play 
baseball. And some join Circle K. 
Circle K, the college affiliate of 
the Kiwanis Club, has a newly-
formed chapter at Winona State 
University. And the service club, 
after three meetings, already has 
20 members. 
Scott Peak, acting housing 
director, is advising the group, 
and he says that it's "a terrific 
alternative to involvement in 
school." 
Peak, a member of one of 
Winona's Kiwanis Clubs, says the 
purpose of Circle K is  
service—projects for improving 
both Winona State, and Winona. 
Other Circle K chapters are 
involved with the Adopt-A-
Grandparent program, with the 
Special Olympics program for the 
handicapped, and with campus 
tree-planting projects. 
There are other reasons to join 
the club, says Peak. 
"It 	gives 	(members) 
interaction-with-people skills," 
he said. 
The group was formed in 
January, and Peak is already 
noting the enthusiasm of the 
group. One of his goals, he said, 
is to swell the membership ranks 
to- between 50 and 70 during 
spring quarter. He says such a 
MOW 
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goal is quite possible. 
Becky Justin, a senior majoring 
in both music and business, and 
one of the organizers of the 
group, has some additional aims. 
She hopes the group's service 
projects improve the relations 
between townspeople and 
college students. 
Although 	Circle 	K 	had 
advertised for several of its 
meetings with- posters, most 
members are introduced to the 
group by friends who are already 
in it. 
And 	those 	enthusiastic 
members, says Peak, keep 
bringing in more members. 
"The sophomores and juniors 
are really gung-ho, because 
they'll be back next year," he 
said. 
Local Kiwanis club members 
are enthusiastic, too, he said. The 
club he is in promises to work 
with the Circle K group on 
projects, and has donated money 
to get the group off the ground. 
"I've never had to 
organize something 
from the ground 
floor." — Justin 
Although the group itself plans 
some fundraising, it is 
paperwork, not money, that has 
been its biggest obstacle, says 
Peak. Few of the members have 
had any dealings with the 
Kiwanis, and officers, he notes, 
are just now getting the hang of  
running an organization. 
Justin concurs. "I've never had 
to organize something from the 
ground floor," she said. 
She, too, figures the group will 
continue to grow during the 
spring. She says several 
prominent members of the 
group—including the president 
and vice-president of the Student 
Senate—will help increase the 
club's visibility. 
And what will keep people 
interested, she said, is the 
fellowship of the group. Circle K, 
she noted has three avowed 
purposes: service, leadership, 
and fellowship. And it is this 
fellowship—getting together 
with other people for a common 
task, as she defines it—that 
makes Circle K a good 
counterpoint to classes. 
1111111111111 II III le II I I I II I II II I I WO 
Happy 21st Birthday 
Sookyean Lee (Suzanne 
From all of us and me! 
Most ever to qualify 
'Building year' Forensics team 
qualifies 7 for nationals 
by GREG ABBOTT 
Winonan Editor 
Brookings, S.D. — This was 
supposed to be a rebuilding year 
for the Winona State Forensics 
team, but the members keep 
forgetting. At a qualifying 
competition held last weekend in 
Brookings, seven members 
qualified for the national 
tournament—the most 
individuals ever to qualify. 
Coach Susan Rickey said 
Winona State could possibly end 
up with 10 students in nationals, 
since three qualified as 
alternates. 
"It was rather exciting. Our 
team is made up of mostly 
sophomores and juniors, and we 
couldn't imagine such a good 
showing," said Rickey. 
Michelle Horn led the way by 
qualifying five different entries: 
dramatic interpretation, prose, 
poetry, a duo with Paul Nordgren  
and a duo with Cindy Jones. 
Jones, besides qualifying in 
the duo with Horn, will be taking 
her prose and dramatic 
interpretation cuttings to the 
national tournament. 
And Nordgren, besides the duo 
with Horn, will also take a duo 
with Brian Poulter. 
Poulter 	qualified 	for 
extemporaneous speaking, 
impromptu, and the duo with 
Nordgren. 
Other national qualifiers were 
Jolene Pistulka for prose, Paul 
Kraimer for dramatic 
interpretation, and Bob Sebo for 
extemporaneous speaking and 
impromptu. 
Teresa Pistulka, who qualified 
as second alternate in prose and 
dramatic interpretation, will 
probably end up going to 
nationals also, said Rickey. 
"If someone can't make it to 
the tournament or qualifies the  
speech in a different way, 
chances are Teresa and Denise 
(Gibson) will go to the 
tournament, too," said Rickey. 
Gibson qualified as third 
alternate for a communication 
analysis. Another member with a 
chance to still qualify for the 
national tournament is Dick 
Schert, who qualified as an 
alternate in dramatic 
interpretation. 
The 	national 	American 
Forensics Association 
tournament will be held at 
Townson College, Baltimore, 
April 12-15. 
Rickey said the national 
tournament is labeled the 
"tournament of champions" 
because it is difficult to qualify 
entries for the tournament. 
She said entries must qualify in 
the top 10 percent at the 
Brookings tournament or place in 
the top three positions in three 
separate tournaments during the 
year. 
And with a possible 10 
students qualifying, Rickey said 
all three coaches will be working 
with the members to get the 
cuttings up to a national 
competition level. 
"Some are there already and 
some may want to switch the 
cutting completely," said Rickey. 
She said the team will participte 
in one last tourney at the end of 
March to keep a competitive edge 
for the national tourney. 
She said more than 80 schools 
competed in the national 
tournament last year. Rickey is 
looking for the team to place in 
the the top 20 in the nation. 
RESEARCH 
Send $2 for catalog 
of over 16,000 topics to 
assist your research ef-
forts. For info., call toll-
free 1-800-621-5745 in Il-
linois call 312-922 1. 
Authors' Research. Rm boo- N 
407 S Dearborn. Chicago, It. 6405 
RESEARCH PAPERS 
14,789 to choose from — all subjects! 
Rush $2 for the current, 306-page cata-
log. Custom research & thesis assis-
tance also available. 
Research, 11322 Idaho Ave., *206 JO., 
Los Angeles, CA 90025 (213)477-8226. 
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Sports 
Experience leads gymnasts to title 
Continued from page 9 
Ponce-Sawyer and Schuler 
finished one-two on the beam and 
the bars with 9.2 and 8.85, 8.95 
and 8.85 scores, respectively. 
Schuler also finished first in 
the floor exercise with a score of 
18.35 two-day showing. To cap off 
the meet she was awarded the 
outstanding senior all-around 
award from the Nissen 
Corporation and a standing 
ovation from the crowd. 
Kathy Horyza, Katie Dempsey, 
Tracy Harvey, Kathy Fitz and 
Chris Pekelsma also received All-
American honors for Winona 
State. 
Horyza finished second in the 
vault with an 18.20, while 
Dempsey and Harvey tied for fifth 
with 17.10. 
Pekelsma had a 17.35 on the 
bars, which was good enough for 
a tie for fifth. 
Fitz rounded out the All-
American honors as she finished 
fourth in the floor exercise with a 
17.60. 
The victory marked a high point 
in the coaching career of Juaire. 
The Warriors season isn't over 
yet, however, as they will 
compete this weekend in the 
National Collegiate Athletic 
Association Division II regionals 
in St. Peter in hopes of qualifying 
for the NCAA National meet in 
Springfield, Mass. 
A tearful Jean Schuler hugs her mother Mary Schuler after learning she had captured the all-around title in addition to leading 
Winona State to its first national title. The meet was held Friday and Saturday in Minot, North Dakota. (photo by Mark Hoffman) 
Men's basketball team ends season on up note 
Winona State's Doug Plager battles Southwest State's Mike Taben 
during the Warrior's last game of the season. Winona State lost the 
game 87-85 in the Feb. 24 game. (photo by Brian J. Poulter) 
By TOM TUSA 
Assistant Sports Editor 
In a season where there had 
been more controversies than 
slam-dunks, the Winona State 
men's basketball team came up 
with fine back-to-back 
performances in the final 
weekend of the season to shed 
some happiness in what can be 
labeled as a disappointing year. 
The Warriors pulled the upset 
of the Northern Intercollegiate 
Conference season by defeating 
conference champion Northern 
State University 82-80 and then 
lost the next day to Southwest 
State University 87-85 in two 
exciting home contests. Bill 
Barker led the way for the 
Warriors in both games scoring 
31 and 24 points respectively. 
The losing record was not the 
only dismal spot of the season 
for the Warriors. They lost 12 
games by 10 or more points, had 
two players quit the team 
completely and had season long 
complaints about head coach 
Jerry Nauman. 
"You read it in the paper every 
day about these kinds of things," 
said Nauman in response to the 
problems a coach encounters. 
"I feel we ended the season the 
way I felt we could play the whole 
year. The key to that weekend 
was that we executed," said 
Nauman. "We finally played with 
the assurance we were trying to 
play with all year." 
"The season was tough. We 
will just have to sit back and 
evaluate this year. We were 
competetive, and we were 
respectable." 
'We were 
competetive and 
we were 
respectable' 
-Nauman. 
This season did bring about a 
few bright spots. The Warriors 
set a school record with a 77.3 
free throw percentage, which was 
third in the NCAA Divsion II and 
they set a NIC record by shooting 
a a clip of 81.8 percent from the 
line. 
Barker and Jason West were 
named honorable mention in the  
all-conference balloting. West 
earlier in the season left the team 
before coming back. 
Nauman is optimistic about 
the possibility of a good team 
next year. 
"If we have a good recruiting 
year, maybe get a couple of three 
real studs, we could be goo," 
said Nauman. "As far f .s 
returning players, I don't knc w 
who will come back next year )t -
not. Baker and (Chris) Hazelti n 
are graduating." 
Nauman has just come bal:k 
from a recruiting trip in Fort 
Lauderdale, Fla. in which he 
talked to about 50 to 60 players. 
"There are a lot of kids in that 
area that want to go to school," 
said Nauman. "The Division I 
colleges go down there and pick 
up the good players, and that 
leaves alot of kids who could play 
Division II basketball. There 
aren't many Division II schools 
down there, and not many can 
afford to recruit down there." 
"I won't know how many 
players I get from recruiting, but 
I'm hoping to get enough to make 
this team win at least half of the 
ball games. We can't expect to 
win it all in one shot." 
From Left Field 
by John Paul Schaller 
Is there life after Juaire? 
Sigma Tau Gamma 
Social Fraternity 
Beta Xi Chapter 
For More Information Contact 
Brad 454 - 6499 
Chuck 482 - 4231 
Bill 454 - 6676 
You Could Win 
$250 
Come in and register for a drawing at a chance to 
win a $250 Scholarship. For registered Winona 
State Students only. 
For details inquire at Charlies. 
204 W. 2nd 	 452.2408 
Today! 
March 13th, 1985 
We Can Make You Laugh 
In Somsen Auditorium 
8 p.m. 
WANTED! 
kfr 	
DANNY "THE WILD 
MAN" BALLARD ■ 
Free with I.D. $2 general public 
on Thursday 
March 14th, 1985 
at PAC/8 p.m. 
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The scores are all in and the Winona State 
University gymnastics team is the undisputed 
National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics 
Gymnastics Champions. 
However, in the wake of the championship 
celebration one question remains unanswered. 
What lies ahead for the Warriors? 
Head Coach Steve Juaire, who has built a 
gymnastics dynasty at Winona State will be 
leaving the university and his coaching position 
for a year. During this one-year sabbatical Juaire 
will earn a Ph. D. in sports psychology at Florida 
State University. 
This year's NAIA Champions will also be 
without senior All-Americans Tracy Harvey, Jean 
Schuler and Silvia Ponce-Sawyer. 
At first glance it looks as if the Warriors may 
have a tough time living up to their No. 1 ranking 
next year. After all, a team that loses the NAIA 
Coach of the Year and three All-Americans 
definitely has some replacing to do. 
Although Juaire does admit that he is somewhat 
apprehensive to leave, he feels that he is leaving 
the coaching position in very capable hands. 
Winona State senior Ann Heuer, an assistant to 
Juaire this year has been named to take over the 
Warriors for a year. Along with Heuer, assistants 
John Rauth and Mary Connelly will also be around 
to help the Warriors. 
According to Juaire, Heuer is very capable of 
taking the helm during his absence. 
"Ann has worked under me for three years so 
there will be no dramatic change in style," said 
Juaire. 
Another plus will be that Heuer and the 
returning gymnasts are already familiar with each 
other. 
According to Juaire, the hardest part of the job 
will be the administrative part. 
Heuer will be doing most of the behind the 
scenes part of the job, such as recruiting and 
getting the meets set up. 
Juaire will be doing a lot of his own recruiting 
before his sabbatical in order to replace his three 
outstanding seniors. 
Another big plus next year would be the healthy 
return of Sue Litschke, who was plagued this year 
by a back injury. 
Juaire also feels that redshirted freshmen Julie 
Stutzman and Leah Nishimura. 
With a good recruiting year this year the 
Warriors will be right in the thick of things next 
year. 
Sponsored by The Social Cultural Activities Committee 
For more info call 
The Nasty Habit 
454-6470 
*Thurs: 
Beer Specials 
7:00 to 1:00 
Door Prizes! Raffle for Winona Dinner Cruise Tickets 
Fun & Dancing $2.00 advanced $3.00 at door 
*Sunday March 17 St. Patrick's Day 
Mississippi River Revival benefit 
2nd Annual St. Patty's Day 
Pool & Cribbage Tournament 
Sat. March 16th at, the Nasty Habit Pub 
I Tourney starts at noon 	Cribbage Tourney starts at 10:00 a.m. 
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Heuer named succesor during Juaire sabbatical 
By BECKY WATSON 
Staff Reporter 
Senior Anne Heuer has been 
named to take over the Winona 
State University women's 
gymnastics team, which is 
ranked first in the nation, while 
coach Steve Juaire is away on 
sabbatical leave. 
Heuer, now assistant coach, 
has a lot to look forward to—and 
also something to worry about. 
Without Juaire, can the team 
keep that No. 1 ranking? 
"Initially there will be some 
pressure because it is a new job, 
but as the season progresses I 
think it will be just like the past 
few years — successful," she 
said. 
'This year the team 
has more depth-- 
they're more talented 
than the past.'--Juaire 
Said Heuer, "This year the 
team has more depth—they're 
more talented than the past. 
Everyone works well together and 
gets along inside the gym and 
out. That's great." 
Heuer, from Elmhurst, Ill., is a 
senior recreation major with a  
sociology minor. She became 
interested in gymnastics in the 
sixth grade. 
"My sister got me interested 
and started me," she said. "She 
worked at the Y." 
Heuer competed clear through 
high school with the bars and 
vault being her favorite. She had 
an accident in the gym her junior 
year in high school which kept 
her out of competition for awhile. 
"I tore all the ligaments in my 
right ankle and was out for two 
months," she said. 
Her sophomore year, Heuer 
became manager of the Winona 
State women's gymnastics team. 
She went on to become the 
assistant coach which has 
primarily the same 
responsibilities. 
Her duties include going to the 
gym everyday for 3 1/2 hours to 
spot the girls and help out. She 
also takes care of all the publicity 
for future meets with posters and 
dittos around campus and 
downtown. Also, she does 
paperwork for Juaire. 
Said Heuer, "There's more to 
this job then just 3 1/2 hours in the 
gym. It takes a lot of time." 
The team travels a lot. "It's 
nice being part of a well 
recognized gymnastics team," 
she said. 
Juaire is taking a leave of 
absence next year to complete 
his doctorate. He asked Heuer if  
she would take over. 
Said Heuer, "I was honored. It 
was an opportunity I couldn't 
pass up." 
Juaire picked Heuer because 
of her experience with the team. 
"He wanted me to keep up the 
continuity of the program 
because I know how he runs 
things," she said. 
What 	will 	be 	her 
responsibilities on the 13- 
member team? 
"Basically the same as 
assistant coach but with more 
paperwork," she said. "I'll be 
doing more recruiting to high 
schools as I am this year also." 
Head Gymnastics Coach Steve Juaire jokes with freshman gymnast Katie Dempsey during warm-ups prior 
to the NAIA National Gymnastics Championship last weekend. (photo by Mark Hoffman) 
Thank You WSW 
For your support during the Randall Foods strike. 
We hope the dispute will end soon so those of you 
who are Randall's shoppers and have honored our 
line may once again come and shop with us. 
In appreciation for your support we invite you 
to a community appreciation dance to be held on 
Friday, March 15 
at Winona State University 
Kryzsko Commons (the upper level of the student union) 
from 8:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m. 
Free , of charge. 
Music by 
cUnion Station 
ALL WSU STUDENTS AND FACULTY INVITED! .  
DOOR PRIZES 
Five $20 cash prizes will be raffled 
during the evening. 
United Food & 
Commercial Workers 
local 653 
(AFL-CIO) 
THANK YOU, 
Randall's Union Employees 
